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Summary 
 
Sam Dicker, b. Teresva, Czechoslovakia, 4 boys/4 girl family, parents owned grocery store; 
peaceful region "was called small America”; the synagogue feeding the less fortunate in their 
homes; public school; Hungarian occupation, Jewish soldiers not trusted with ammunition; 
being ordered to dig foxholes; brother "taken away"; March 1944, Germans enter; Sam recalls 
home becoming part of ghetto (five weeks); neighborhood Gentiles' actions, “Everything 
seemed secretive”; Jews in hiding; day before taken to Auschwitz, ghetto moved to field; Sam 
then recounts earlier forced labor under Germans, pulling telephone lines through water; Sat 
morning, forced on train that stopped only once (Krakow) to allow bathroom under train; 
arrival to dark night at Auschwitz, Sam asked, “Where do they take us?” Man replied in Yiddish, 
“Smoke,” pointing to tall chimney; Mengele ordered father into right line but he escaped to 
son’s line; Sam found coat/bread for father but father was robbed of bread; father seeing truck 
with only old people, some naked; Sam & father (now naked) taken "to fire," saw behind him in 
line, Elie Wiesel (knew Elie from nearby town), finding an uncle in line; mother, two younger 
sisters "taken"; father worked 2-3 days in coal mine then gave up, “Never saw him no more”; 
seeing people shot; transfer to Buchenwald; given number (Sam pointed to his arm); seeing 
"Work Will Make You Free" sign; coal mine slave labor; change of clothing per day, 2x day 
bread, "soup made of green grass-sometimes a little potato"; stealing from cabbage truck; 
layout of coal mines; currying privilege from foreman (extra piece bread per day), no work Sun; 
Sam's shoes taken, beaten up when he cried (obtained wooden shoes but also went barefooted 
to work); return to Buchenwald; registering for work; transfer (500 people) camp laying 
railroad, no electric fence, but surrounded by S.S.; transfer to stone mine 20km from 
Buchenwald, punishing slave labor compared to coal mine "because coal is light-weight"; 
soliciting advice from Jewish medic; 24 hr. transfer back to Buchenwald, 120 standing in box 
car, "Everybody weak," collapsing on each other; taken from box car, everyone lined up on a 
table, "S.S. counted the dead and the living"; the living required to stand to see if they would 
fall down; Sam sent to crematorium, ordered clothes off, remembers the lice, disinfected in 
tub, "which stung"; each time Americans flew over, lights turned off; Sam given clothes & soup; 
3/1945, S.S. sent 7000 to German ships (later bombed), 7000 "took into forest and shot," Sam's 
group locked up, one piece bread in 6-7 days, no water, some eating horse excrement; ordered 
back to barracks, Sam had given up but friend insisted he move; back in barracks, Sam plays 
dead, S.S. hits Sam with boots to move, 2 hrs. later liberation 5/11/1945; 2 days later (for 
24,000 remaining), Americans brought in killed pigs & potatoes, discovered in foxholes, where 
food was stored during winter; too fast of food re-introduction to malnourished; typhoid breaks 
out, Sam hospitalized; regains strength drinking milk (4-6 week recovery); found sister alive; 
reuniting with brother in Budapest who didn't recognize him he was so thin; learning three 
sisters and parents had been killed in Holocaust; returning to Czechoslovakia, reclaiming store, 
kicking out German running it; moved to German kibbutz but didn't like it; moved to Palestine, 
joined Israeli Army; settled in Cleveland. 
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